The mechanization of American agriculture characterized by product differentiation and inhas played a key role in the technological progterdependence among sellers was developed. ress of U.S. agriculture in this century (Heady Previous studies treated farm tractors as either a and Tweeten). In turn, the demand for farm homogeneous input (Cromarty; Heady and tractors and other farm machinery has been Tweeten), or heterogeneous in only a single highly dependent on the year-to-year strength of characteristic (Fox) . Instead, our focus is on the the agricultural economy. Unit sales of tractors qualitative choices of farmers when tractors are have varied by as much as 50 percent from one treated as heterogeneous inputs with unique year to the next (Royal Commission on Farm characteristics. Machinery).
From the late 50s to the mid 60s, the estimation of aggregate demand functions for farm tractors MARKET EQUILIBRIUM AND THE was a research problem for a number of agricul-INTERPRETATION OF IMPLICIT PRICES tural economists. The 70s and 80s have been FOR TRACTOR CHARACTERISTICS marked by increasing real liquid fuels prices, substantive increases in the average size and
The agricultural tractor is a differentiated prices for farm tractors, and increased efforts by product. Both farmers and manufacturers must tractor manufacturers to differentiate their prodmake decisions regarding the quality and characucts from those of their competitors. But agriculteristics of the tractors that they employ and protural economists made few attempts to reestiduce, respectively. Tractor manufacturers mate demand functions for farm tractors to take maximize profits on the basis of the package of into account these new conditions. characteristics they produce, and farmers purConley and Lambert in two studies have rechase tractors for their profit-maximizing characcently estimated demand functions for farm teristics. Equilibrium in the market for agricultractor horsepower using time series data for the tural tractors can then be described in terms of U.S. Their analysis did not take into account the input and output equilibrium in implicit characcomparative energy efficiency of competing teristic markets. The choice between alternative makes. Fettig was concerned with adjusting farm levels of characteristics is assumed to be a contractor prices for quality changes over time, but tinuous function. his study was conducted in 1962, long before Market equilibrium and the meaning of implicit liquid fuels efficiency became of major concern.
prices for tractor characteristics depend on the Other studies on farm tractors have dealt primarparameters of production functions of agriculily with the tractor as an investment decision tural producers and tractor manufacturers. This (Penson et al.) , with the impacts of inflation concept was first advanced in Rosen and later (Bates, et al.; Leatham and Baker) , and with the extended by Deaton and Muellbauer. If agriculcompetitiveness and efficiency of the industry tural producers are identical (i.e., the same shift (Barber) . parameters) but agricultural tractor manuIn this paper, determinants of farm tractor facturers differ (i.e., have different shift paprices are identified, with emphasis on measuring rameters), the marginal implicit prices for tractor the relative importance of liquid fuels efficiency characteristics under market equilibrium reflect as a characteristic of tractors. The perceptions the rates of product transformation between by farmers of relative fuel efficiency and other characteristics by tractor manufacturers. Differcharacteristics of individual tractor models probences in production costs among manufacturers ably differ. Jones and Hunt each suggest that will assure that a number of models will appear other factors such as durability, performance, on the market. If agricultural producers differ but and personal preference for design characteristractor manufacturers are identical, the marginal tics of a particular machine may also play a role.
implicit prices for characteristics reflect the rates A theoretical framework for describing qualitaof technical substitution between characteristics tive choice in an agricultural input market by agricultural producers. Again, a number of models will appear on the market, but, in this characteristics by tractor manufacturers can be instance, it is a result of variations in the producderived from equations (3) and (1) appear on the market, and product differentiation will be nonexistent. If agricultural producers = mi (z 1 , z 2 ... , Zn) differ and tractor manufacturers differ, the marij = 1 2, n;i . ginal implicit prices for tractor characteristics will reflect both the rates of technical substituDetermining the relevant characteristics of agtion of characteristics by agricultural producers ricultural tractors is an important aspect of and the rates of product transformation between specifying the implicit price function for tractor characteristics by tractor manufacturers. A characteristics [equation (2)]. As was noted by number of models will appear on the market Griliches, the choice of characteristics for an imowing to differences in cost structure among agplicit price function is largely an empirical matricultural producers and tractor manufacturers.
ter. Dhrymes states that a characteristic of a If agricultural tractors possess two objectively good is relevant only so far as it captures a share measurable characteristics, zl and z 2 , and both of the market and is of significance to the buyer. buyers and sellers differ, the conditions for marWe will assume that buyers are sovereign in the ket equilibrium in the agricultural tractor market market for agricultural tractors, and that can be written as (Johnson) : manufacturers assemble tractors with those characteristics relevant to the agricultural prodr pLq dc ducer. 0z2= aZ2= az2= RTSlz2 = RPTzlz2 Farmers are concerned with the durability, (1) ar , a q ac performance, and personal preference charac--P-, teristics of agricultural tractors. Personal prefOz 1^ O9Z 1 ,
0~Z 1~
erence characteristics such as the color of the where:
machine that may generate utility for the farmer were not dealt with here. Little information r, = the price of the tractor, exists regarding durability characteristics of inp = the price of agricultural output produced dividual tractor models, and, therefore, lack of by the farm firm, data precludes their use in the study (Kudrle) . q = the output of the farm firm, Performance characteristics of agricultural c = the average unit cost of the tractor protractors, to the extent that they are perceived as ducing firm.
relevant to the profit-maximizing agricultural producer, were included in this analysis. When the market is in equilibrium, the rate of technical substitution of zi for z 2 among agricultural producers equals the rate of product trans-MODEL SPECIFICATION formation of zl and z 2 by tractor manufacturers, and both equal the inverse ratio of the marginal The rapid increases in liquid fuels prices that implicit prices of zl and z 2 . Because of variations have taken place in the last decade provided the in the cost structures of agricultural producers underlying motivation for the specification of the and tractor manufacturers, a number of models model to be estimated. The basic assumption of of tractors will appear on the market. the model is that a farmer is interested in Expanding the number of characteristics to n, minimizing the cost of a tractor, subject to conthe market equilibrium price of tractors can be straints imposed by horsepower (drawbar and defined as a function of their characteristic conpower takeoff) and fuel efficiency requirements. tent. The implicit price function for i tractor Uncertainty or multiple-goal objective functions characteristics can then be represented by were assumed away. Although the authors feel that the durability and service aspects of tractor (2) ri = g(zl, z 2 . . , Zn) i = 1, 2, . . ., n.
ownership are important to farmers as well, reliable data on durability for the various tractor From equation (2) the marginal implicit price makes are simply not available. The service asfunctions for characteristics can be derived:
pect might be quantified, in part, by surveying farmers with respect to their attitudes toward (3) Or 1 = hi(zi, z 2 , . .. , Zn) i = 1, 2, . .. , n.
various dealers within their areas, but this would a0z require a totally different, disaggregated, market-research-oriented approach than that In addition, the rate of technical substitution beused in this study. And measuring the imtween characteristics among agricultural producportance of fuel efficiency and horsepower in deers and the rate of product transformation of termining tractor prices could not have been readily addressed if a survey approach had been A final possibility is that farmers might not be used. Instead, the authors chose to use secondaware of fuel efficiency differences among comary data, focus on the fuel efficiency and horsepeting products. Advertisements for farm power issues, but use dummy variables to captractors seldom stress the fuel efficiency of the ture preferences for particular brands not model, particularly in a manner that lends itself measurable with fuel efficiency and horsepower to comparisons with rival brands. This may be by variables.
design. The University of Nebraska tractor tests Persson has stated that farmers frequently regularly check an array of tractors with respect make fuel consumption comparisons between to horsepower and fuel efficiency. The fuel effidifferent models and sizes of tractors. The fuel ciency numbers are seldom quoted in advertisefficiency of tractors is generally measured in ing. Tractor manufacturers seem reluctant to terms of horsepower hours per gallon, and as a post fuel efficiency numbers on tractors in a result, tractors of varying sizes can be compared manner similar to that now used for automobiles. with respect to fuel efficiency (Hunt) .
While most farmers are probably now aware of If Persson's argument is correct, then farmers Nebraska tractor test data, these data have not do become quite aware of the relative fuel efbeen as widely distributed as they could be. ficiencies of competing models while making the Compared with fuel efficiency data, drawbar purchase decision. Moreover, if fuel efficiency and power takeoff horsepower data are readily does affect demand for a particular manufacavailable. Many farmers could quote drawbar turers product, then manufacturers over the past horsepower for the tractor they own (perhaps decade should have devoted additional engineereven to two decimal places!). Horsepower numing resources aimed specifically at improving the bers are generated by the Nebraska tests, and fuel efficiency of farm tractors. It might also be supplemented by the manufacturer's own data. expected that one manufacturer of farm tractors
Manufacturers have often relied on the Nebraska would attempt to distinguish his products from data as the true horsepower of the tractor, and those of a rival firm by advertising the fuel effiregularly quote that figure in advertising copy. ciency advances made in the engineering deBoth the power takeoff horsepower and drawbar partment, in much the same way that EPA horsepower are quoted, and these figures are mileage numbers have been used as a sales gimpositively correlated, though not perfectly. mick for automobiles.
Power takeoff horsepower is of primary concern Farmers might make fuel consumption comto farmers who own large equipment, such as parisons, but other factors may be overriding in combines, balers, and windrowers, that are not the purchase decision. For example, it is widely powered. Drawbar horsepower is probably a betbelieved that, for many farmers, loyalty to a parter indication of the relative ability of the tractor ticular brand is a key factor. This is often comto pull large plows and other large tillage equipbined with the relative availability of local serment. Jones notes that it is the ratio of maximum vice, the reputation of the dealer, past experidrawbar horsepower to maximum takeoff horseences with respect to the durability of other power that is indicative of the efficiency that equipment of the same brand, and the availability technology embodied in the tractor's drive sysof parts. None of these items is readily quantifitem. A higher ratio corresponds to a more effecable in a study using aggregate data for all tive transfer of power from the engine to the tractors of a particular make and model. Even drawbar. though fuel prices have risen dramatically over Thus, a model was specified with the price of the past decade, they still represent only a fracthe tractor as the dependent variable, and the tion of the total cost of owning and operating a three variables-fuel efficiency, power takeoff contemporary farm tractor.
horsepower and the ratio of drawbar to power Another possibility is that increased fuel effitakeoff horsepower-as explanatory variables. ciency in tractors may be more difficult to A series of dummy variables was used to control achieve than was possible in automobiles. Refor variation in prices attributable to a brand cent improvements in the fuel efficiency of aupreference. To a degree, these dummies also captomobiles have occurred primarily through reture differences in the quality of service and ductions in weight and horsepower. Horsepower durability as perceived through farmer prefreductions that reduce fuel consumption for farm erences based on the above arguments. One tractors would be self-defeating. Even weight rewould expect the signs on power takeoff and duction that results in reduced fuel consumption drawbar horsepower to be positive, and the fuel might lead to reduced traction and lessened efficiency variable to be positive, or at least operating efficiency under marginal field condinon-negative. tions. Engineering improvements such as new carburetion and ignition systems have been re-STATISTICAL ESTIMATION AND RESULTS sponsible for but a small fraction of the improvements in mileage in domestic automobiles.
Cross-sectional data in an ordinary least The same might be true for tractors.
squares framework were used to estimate the implicit price function for tractor characteristics equipped with lights, dual speed power takeoff, cab, power steering, power brakes, 16-speed ri = the real price of a particular model of transmission, 3-point hitch, differential lock, and agricultural tractor adjusted for varipower adjusted rear wheels. The list price of a ations in standard equipment. It repretractor model in a particular year was adjusted if sents the f.o.b. tractor manufacturer's the model was not equipped as described. If a suggested list price reported in the Offipiece of basic equipment was not standard to a cial Guide to Tractors and Farm Equipmodel, but was offered as an option by the ment published by the National Farm manufacturer, the price of the option in that year and Power Equipment Dealers Associawas added to the list price. If a standard model tion. 2 was equipped beyond that of the basic model, the z, = power takeoff performance, defined as average price charged by other manufacturers for maximum power takeoff horsepower added equipment on a similar size tractor was (Nebraska Tractor Test Reports), deducted from the list price. Z2 = drawbar performance, defined as the While this procedure makes it easier to comratio of maximum drawbar horsepower pare prices across competing makes, it does not to maximum power take-off horsepower necessarily ensure that equipment offered by (Nebraska Tractor Test Reports), competing makes is equal in engineering design ' Over time, some tractor models were discontinued and other models appeared. As a result, it was not possible to combine both model and time series data into an interrelated system of equations. If most or all of the tractor models had existed throughout the time span, a generalized least squares approach, which would take into account the correlation of errors within models over time, might have been appropriate.
2 Retail list prices may not completely reflect actual transaction prices to farmers. Discounts vary somewhat from one dealer to another, even within the same manufacturer and from year to year, depending on the state of the agricultural economy. However, we do not feel that it would be in one manufacturer's best interest persistently to inflate retail list prices in order to make it appear to farmers that the tractor was getting a larger discount. Farmers would quickly discover such a tactic. To the extent that all retail list prices are at levels slightly above actual transaction prices, the only impact on our model should be a slight increase in the magnitude of the coefficients. Conclusions with respect to the relative importance of explanatory variables should not be altered. An assessment of the extent to which farmers receive discounts when making tractor purchases would have to be conducted from survey data probably gathered for several years. This was outside the focus and scope of this study. , 1968 , -1980 , Year 1968 , 1970 , 1971 , 1972 , 1974 , 1975 , 1976 , 1977 , 1978 , 1979 , 1980 - and performance. Ideally, durability and other power takeoff to drawbar horsepower reflect betdata for each equipment item would be needed to ter design in the components of the tractor remake a truly accurate comparison of makes.
---------------------------------------------------(Regression Coefficientsa ) --------------------------------------------------------------
sponsible for the transfer of power from the enThese regressions are summarized in Table 1. gine to the drawbar. Manufacturers no douht In all, 186 different tractor models were repreface a choice when attempting to improve the sented in the various cross sections. The regresdrawbar horsepower of a tractor in that they can sion coefficients can be interpreted as estimates either spend money to upgrade the transmission of the partial flexibility of price with respect to of power from the existing engine, or to increase the characteristic content of z 1 , z 2 , and z 3 . They the horsepower of the engine, but leave the drive directly indicate the estimated percentage change train alone. This may not always be an easy in price that results from a 1-percent change in choice. While the first choice might be preferred the content of a particular characteristic, holding from the standpoint of improving fuel efficiency, all other characteristics constant.
combines, balers and other equipment that is As is evident in Table 1 , the explanatory power PTO driven has in recent years proven increasof the set of independent variables is quite high. ingly popular, and for such applications a high The three performance characteristics account PTO horsepower would be designed. Moreover, for 96 to 98 percent of the variation in the real greater fuel efficiency may be achieved through adjusted list prices of new agricultural tractors.
the application of new materials and technology The power takeoff performance coefficient (yl) to the engine as well as the drive train. These was positive in all of the regressions.
3 Between arguments provide a clue as to why farmers may 1968 and 1980, the partial elasticity of price with not be particularly concerned with the ratio of respect to maximum power takeoff horsepower drawbar to PTO horsepower and why this varirose steadily-from 0.253 in 1968 to 0.829 in able was not always significantly related to 1980. Not surprisingly, the power takeoff horsetractor prices. power of the tractor was found to be the most The relative insignificance of the ratio of important determinant of its price in all years. drawbar horsepower to power takeoff horseThe coefficient of the ratio of maximum drawpower could also be explained by the lack of bar horsepower to maximum power takeoff variation in this variable within the individual horsepower (y2) was positive and significantly cross-sections. The standard deviation of this different from zero in some but not all individual drawbar performance variable was only 2 to 3 year regressions. If the technology for improving percent in any given year (Johnson) . Farmers the transmission of power between the engine may have been largely unaware of the small difand the drawbar is costly, it is not being reflected ferences in this variable among the tractors they very well in retail prices. Again, farmers may be consider purchasing in a particular year. largely unaware that improvements in the ratio of
The fuel efficiency variable did not have a coefficient twice its standard error for any year, FIGURE 1. Trends in the Substitution of Perforand for several years the coefficient was negamance Characteristics tive, not positive. This suggests that fuel efficiency is not currently being reflected in the retail prices for farm tractors. This would provide empirical support for earlier arguments that proposed that farmers either are not aware of differences in fuel efficiency among competing makes\ / of tractors, or these differences are not important to farmers relative to their total costs of tractor ownership. Tractor manufacturers have clearly not felt a competitive need to promote the fuel consumption figures for their fuel efficient \ / models. Johnson estimated equations similar to \ those presented here that included the weight of the tractor as an additional explanatory variable, \ \ / but, even for these equations, it was not possible \ to obtain an estimated coefficient on the fuel effi-'1 ciency variable that was both positive and sig-\ / nificant. Clearly the relationship between prices, performance, and fuel efficiency is much more \ complicated for tractors than for automobiles.\ The maximum correlation coefficient between zl /-and z 2 was 0.20 in 1975, the maximum correlation / \ -o coefficient between z 2 and z 3 was 0.38 in 1970, and the maximum correlation coefficient between zi and Z 3 was 0.32 in 1970 (Johnson) and the rates of product transformation among characteristics were derived for those estimates that were significant at the .10 level or greater.
ent from zero in some, but not all, years and for Figure 1 illustrates calculated rates of technical some, but not all, competing models. Most of the substitution and/or product transformation, plotdummy coefficients had negative signs, suggestted against the price of fuel and energy inputs ing that prices for tractors associated with the over time. No discernible trend is evident in the omitted category (Allis-Chalmers) were highest rates of substitution over time, and, furthermore, for a given level of horsepower and fuel effino relationship exists between increasing fuel ciency. There appeared to be no consistent patand energy prices and the substitution of tractor te among the coefficients to suggest that any of performance characteristics and tractor fuel effithe remaining makes were able to price their ciency. models consistently above the general price level As indicated earlier, fuel consumption effifor tractors in that size and horsepower range. ciency information is not readily available to This would support the argument that the reputafarmers. inebrmas lawiprohibis man.ufau.rers to tion that a given model has with respect to durafarmers. Nebraska law prohibits manufacturers farm ursin Nebraska Taw pracibitores excerpsr bility or service is either not generally recognized from using Nebraska Tractor Test excerpts for advertising or promotional purposes without or tends to be localized with respect to a particuadvertising or promotional purposes without publishing the entire report (Johnson) . According ar dealer's service area, and not measurable to Hunt, fuel costs represent 13 percent of total based on the data used for deriving the regression ^ ^ A <' .Q{' . .
• estimates. Another possibility is that the service tractor costs, and in 1980 diesel tractors varying esti .A f u u r ae i* lr
•~ and durability of a particular model is not refrom 50 h.p. to 160 h.p. had differences in fuel e e consumption costs that affected total tractor flected in retail prices, and that successful makes consumption costs that affected total tractor operating costs by only 2 to 3 percent (Johnson) . merely sell more tractors. Yet another possibility operating costs by only 2 to 3 percent (Johnson) .
is that there are no real differences in service and Between 1968 to 1978, the overall increase in fuelrences in service and durability across competing makes and, as a recosts was slightly less than that of all productive durability across competing makes and, as a reinputs. Only in 1979 and 1980 did the price paid suit, retail prices tend to be very similar. by the farmer for energy jump sharply relative to other production expenses (Johnson) . CONCLUSIONS Coefficients on dummy variables representing various makes of tractors appeared to be differ-
The empirical results suggest that, of the per-formance variables examined in this study, only prices and used this in constructing qualitypower takeoff horsepower is reflected in the adconverted price indices. However, the results of justed list prices of new agricultural tractors beour study are contingent upon the assumption tween 1968 and 1980. This variable alone acthat manufacturer's list prices accurately reflect counted for 95 to 98 percent of the variation in the transaction prices of new tractors and the the adjusted list prices of tractors. In addition, lack of cross-sectional variance in the drawbar there was little evidence to suggest that prices performance variable. Furthermore, the lack of were related to either the ratio of drawbar horsereadily available fuel consumption information power to power takeoff horsepower fuel effion tractors, the relatively small variance in total ciency.
tractor cost owing to fuel prices, and the fuel The findings of this study are consistent with allocation policies of the federal government those of Fettig and of Rayner. Both authors have resulted in an apparent lack of awareness found that maximum belt horsepower explained among farmers regarding the fuel consumption a large proportion of the variation in new tractor characteristics of the tractors that they purchase.
